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of the ambition, idealism, and hubris of one of the most
legendary and complicated figures in recent American
history, set amid the rise and fall of U.S. power from
Vietnam to Afghanistan
"I doubt that any novel, not even one co-written by
Graham Greene and F. Scott Fitzgerald, could have
captured Holbrooke fully, and I certainly thought that
no biography ever would. But now one has. George
Packer's Our Man portrays Holbrooke in all his
endearing and self-willed glory.... Both a sweeping
diplomatic history and a Shakespearean tragicomedy." -Walter Isaacson, The New York Times Book Review
Richard Holbrooke was brilliant, utterly self-absorbed, and
possessed of almost inhuman energy and appetites. Admired
and detested, he was the force behind the Dayton Accords that ended the Balkan wars, America's
greatest diplomatic achievement in the post-Cold War era. His power lay in an utter belief in himself
and his idea of a muscular, generous foreign policy. From his days as a young adviser in Vietnam to
his last efforts to end the war in Afghanistan, Holbrooke embodied the postwar American impulse to
take the lead on the global stage. But his sharp elbows and tireless self-promotion ensured that he
never rose to the highest levels in government that he so desperately coveted. His story is thus the
story of America during its era of supremacy: its strength, drive, and sense of possibility, as well as
its penchant for overreach and heedless self-confidence. In Our Man, drawn from Holbrooke's
diaries and papers, we are given a nonfiction narrative that is both intimate and epic in its revelatory
portrait of this extraordinary and deeply flawed man and the elite spheres of society and government
he inhabited.
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you looking for our man PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download our man Pdf to any kind of
device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before.
Perhaps because of the growing popularity of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just
because people want choices, it is now possible to get our man Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want
downloaded to almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading our man Pdf? You may think better just
to read our man Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or hardcovers? The answer is
that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there are definite advantages to
the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read our man electronically, as you are saving all
that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download than to buy
them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, our man Pdf in
electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download our man Pdf
to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download our man Pdf from our online library.
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